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In the history of philosophy，Kant and Wang Yang-ming are great 
philosophers who were concerned about moral practice and carried out it. They 
respectively set up their transcendental moral philosophy by the center of “free- 
will” and “innate conscience” and the two concepts are full of meanings．Chapter 
1 analyzes “freewill” from two aspects of will and freedom．It points out that will 
is an ability to desire，it is free and also an ability to moral practice；and freedom 
can be divided into positive freedom and negative freedom，so the key of Kant's 
moral philosophy is freewill， viz. self-discipline．Chapter 2 analyzes the 
meanings(Innate conscience is the noumenon of the world、 the heavenly 
principles、the standard of judging right and wrong and the highest good．It is 
possessed in common．) and the characteristics of “innate conscience”(apriority、
universality and full of intuition) and expatiates the theory of doing to improve 
moral culture．Based on the foregoing chapters，chapter 3 compares with the two 
central concepts and points out their similarities： they are both the transcendent 
bases of moral principles，they both have the characteristic of self-discipline and  
attach importance to moral subjectivity．But their ways to set up the subjective 
moral self-discipline are different：freewill excludes the factors of desire and 
sensation，it transcends experiential matters to desire the “pure universal form of 
the lawmaking” and to establish a universal system；but innate conscience 
contains desire and sensation，it emphasizes the unification of knowing and 
doing，and it is the combination of universal moral principles and subjective 
moral consciousness and practice．By making a comparison between the two 
central concepts，Chapter 4 tries to indicate the respective characteristics of 
Kant's and Wang-Yang-ming's moral philosophies，shows their influences on 
subsequent philosophies，and points out that Chinese and Western philosophies 
can learn from each other's strong points and offset theirs own weakness．It can 
enlighten us much on moral constructions of our time． 
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的道德哲学中关于意志有两个基本概念，相应地作为 Wille 和 Willkür。Wille
与人的道德自律紧密联系，Willkür 则相关于做抉择的能力。Wille 是立法意志，
Willkür 是行动意志。这样，意志也就被康德看作既是“实践理性”，也是“欲
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